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Today the market made my life much easier again as it confimed the minor-b top at SPX2475 in one single day. Today 

also confirmed why I -as discussed yesterday- don’t count, say, 5p moves. Because those who did would have 

counted the move from SPX2438 to 2475 as 5 waves up (Fig 1A: orange 1...,2,3,4,5). Well, it clearly wasn’t as price 

is now already 8p below last Friday’s low… It’s simple a fools errand to count anything less than 10p.  

With that out of the way, lets focus on downside targets. Fig 1B shows the hourly chart (minor-b did a fake breakout 

above the grey DT line) with the typical c=a to c=1.618x extensions: targeting ideally SPX2422-2390, which is right 

at important support (dotted purple line and green zone). A minute-b wave from current price levels cannot be 

excluded given how oversold the market is (Hourly RSI5 is at 3). Possible paths forward are shown with the grey 

arrows, but please take this with a grain of salt. Regardless such low RSI5 readings happened about 10 times since 

the 2009 low and in 4 occasions the market continued to correct; in 4 it bounced first, then made a lower low and 

then rallied; and in 2 occasions it rallied directly. Back to Fig 1A: as long as price remains in the blue DT channel, 

down it is. 

Figure 1. SPX 1 minute and hourly chart. Minor-b at SPX2475, minor-c to ideally SPX2422-2390 now underway. 
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Price closed firmly below the 50d SMA today, as well as below the three trend lines that have held any downside in 

check: 4-0 Bears. The Bollinger bands are expanding, with price at the lower band: weaknes. 5-0 Bears. The non-

ideal “b-wave type” A.I. buy signal turned to sell today (red dotted arrow): 6-0 Bears. RSI5 and MACD are pointing 

down: 8-0 Bears. Only money flowed into the market (MFI14 up) today: 8-1 for the Bears. Thus, it is rather obvious: 

the daily chart wants to see more downside. Bears are in control. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Price again outside uptrend and again below 50d SMA. MACD and non-ideal A.I. sell signals. 
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Today the Russell2000 ($RUT) closed for the first time since June last year below its 200d SMA. This clearly 

underscores we’re not dealing with “just a correction”, but that the current correction is of the same degree as then: 

major-2 and major-4 (orange circles). The NDX (and COMPQ) also closed below its 50d SMA, but not yet below last 

week’s low. The ideal price target for intermediate-a is $5570-$5595, and a break below last week’s low suggests 

based on simple symmetry that we can expect $5615; which is perfectly inside the ideal targetzone. 

Figure 3. RUSSELL2000 below 200d SMA,              NDX symmetry breakdown targets inside ideal $5730-5595 zone 
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The market breadth study I did yesterday, and which strongly suggested we were dealing with a b-wave bounce (per 

the weight of the evidence), was correct. Hence, that’s why we MUST use all tools available to come to the most 

likely possibility. Today the S&P500’s McClellan Oscilator (MO) ended down and at -57. Thus, the SPX-SI (summation 

Index) continues to be on a sell: it didn’t confirm the rally off the SPX2438 low, and has been on a sell since SPX2480. 

That’s already 50p of downside gained if you acted upon this signal 😊. The NYAD (Fig 4B) is still in corrective mode 

(below its Exponential Moving Averages) and adds weight to the evidence of more downside to come in an ongoing 

larger correction.  

Figure 4.  A) SPX-SI remains on a sell as market breadth remains negative. A) NYAD remains in “correction mode” 
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In conclusion: My preferred count continues to be correct as it had a b-wave bounce underway from SPX2438 to 

SPX2457-2478. Price reached SPX2475 and has now dropped below the start of the b-wave. Thus minor-c is now 

underway. Market breadth continued to foretell of further weakness as the b-wave rally was based upon negative 

breadth, and market breadth continues to be on a sell.  

Today the Russell2000 closed below its 200d SMA for the first time since the June 2016 major-2 correction adding 

weight to the evidence that the current correction is of the same degree: major-4. Ideal downside targets for 

minor-c of intermediate-a: SPX2422-2390. For the NDX I am looking for $5730-$5590. A short term intr-day bounce 

prior to more downside can not be excluded at this stage given how oversold the market is on the hourly time 

frame. Once the target zone has been reached I expect a larger multi-day/week bounce (intermediate-b) to around 

2450 +/ -10p before intermediate-c takes hold. 

Please remember the old WallStreet saying: Markets never bottom on Fridays. Hence why last Friday was not “the 

low” and why a lower price low tomorrow will neither be “the low”.  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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